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Based on the Hubbard model of strongly orrelated systems, a redution in the bandwidth of the
eletrons an yield a substantial hange in the properties of the material. One method to modify
the bandwidth is geometrially onned doping, i.e. the introdution of a (thin) dopant layer in
a material. In this paper, the magneti properties of LaVO3/SrVO3 superlatties, in whih the
geometrially onned doping is produed by a one monolayer thik SrVO3 lm, are presented.
In ontrast to the solid solution La1−xSrxVO3, suh superlatties have a nite magnetization up
to room temperature. Furthermore, the total magnetization of the superlattie depends on the
thikness of the LaVO3 layer, indiating an indiret oupling of the magnetization that emerges at
adjaent dopant layers. Our results show that geometrially onned doping, like it an be ahieved
in superlatties, reveals a way to indue otherwise unaessible phases, possibly even with a large
temperature sale.
PACS numbers: 75.70.Cn, 81.15.Fg, 73.21.Cd
Keywords:
The physis of doped Mott insulators embraes a
wealth of fasinating properties suh as high tempera-
ture superondutivity
1,2
, olossal magnetoresistane
3,4
and stripe formation
5
, among others. While these prop-
erties are linked with mixed valent perovskite-like sys-
tems ontaining Cu, Mn or Ni, systems involving V ions
have not been assoiated previously with suh spetau-
lar eets. Indeed, the phase diagram of the solid so-
lution La1−xSrxVO3 is quite simple ompared to the
above ited materials. LaVO3 is a Mott insulator, show-
ing an antiferromagneti transition at 143K and a stru-
tural transition at 141K
6
. Upon doping with Sr, this
antiferromagneti transition persists up to a Sr onen-
tration x ≈ 0.27,8,9, where an insulator to metal transi-
tion ours. For higher x, La1−xSrxVO3 beomes a non-
magneti metal, yet showing a non-Fermi liquid behavior
of the resistivity. Its T
3/2
dependene indiates strong
magneti utuations
8
, suggesting that the system is on
the verge of a magneti transition, whih still remains to
be evidened.
In fat, suh a magneti transition is expeted on
the basis of the extensive theoretial work devoted to
strongly orrelated systems, espeially on the basis of
multiband Hubbard-type models (see
10,11,12
for reviews)
or by means of eletroni struture alulations with dy-
namial mean-eld theory
13
. Among the examined in-
stabilities of the weakly interating paramagneti state, a
ferromagneti ground state has been the fous of numer-
ous studies, following the pioneering paper by Laroix-
Lyon-Caen and Cyrot
14
. Sine then, it has been lar-
ied that the underlying non-interating model plays a
key role when assessing the instabilities, be it a doubly
degenerate Hubbard Model, or a model involving two de-
generate eg or t2g orbitals. For instane, evidene for a
ferromagneti ground state in the viinity of three quar-
ter lling (the expeted relevant density of harge ar-
riers in our metalli layers) has been put forward by
means of exat diagonalization for the doubly degener-
ate Hubbard Model for arbitrary interations strengths
U and JH by Romano et al.
15
, or above a ritial ra-
tio of the interation strength U to the band width W
for the two-dimensional Hubbard Model involving two
degenerate t2g orbitals by means of slave boson saddle
point approximation
16
. As the latter model should be rel-
evant to La1−xSrxVO3, the experimental observation of
a metalli paramagneti phase indiates a value of U/W
smaller than the ritial one for the solid solution. Yet, if
one experimentally sueeded in inreasing U/W, for ex-
ample by reduing W by means of geometrially onned
doping (GCD), a ferromagneti phase ould emerge.
Our approah to redue the bandwidth of the dopant
eletrons in La1−xSrxVO3 is introduing doping sublay-
ers of SrO in (001) oriented layers of LaVO3 by growing
superlatties of LaVO3/SrVO3. The SrVO3 layers have
a nominal thikness of one unit ell, whereas the LaVO3
has a thikness of 6 or less unit ells. Suh samples an
be onsidered as LaVO3, in whih ertain LaO subplanes
are replaed by a SrO subplane, leading to a doping of
the adjaent VO2 subplanes (see Figure 1(a)) due to the
dierene in oxidation state of La and Sr. The insulating
harater of the LaVO3 layers onnes the doped harge
arriers in the viinity of the SrO subplane, imposing
a two-dimensional (2D) harater to the 3d t2g bands,
whih redues their bandwidth.
To our knowledge, no magneti measurements were
published on suh GCD systems of t2g eletrons
26
. While
superlatties of LaTiO3/SrTiO3 have been suessfully
prepared
17,18
and the artiially imposed harge mod-
ulation of the Ti ions was demonstrated, no magneti
data were published. Magnetism was shown reently
at polar disontinuous interfaes between non-magneti
materials
19
at muh lower temperature. Single (001) in-
terfaes of LaVO3/SrVO3 were realized experimentally
20
and onsidered theoretially
21
, agreeing that this inter-
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FIG. 1: (olor online) (a) Sketh of the superlattie in the a
plane. (b) θ-2θ san of a high pressure m = 6 sample. A su-
perlattie satellite peak is indiated by its order number. The
reetion indiated by a star is from the sample holder. Inset:
Zoom on the superlattie Bragg peak of a m = 5 sample.
fae is insulating, but the theoretially predited mag-
neti harater was not veried. Even though the su-
perlatties in our study ontain the same interfaes, two
reasons suggest not to disuss our results in this frame-
work: rst, the interfae was shown to be insulating,
while GCD samples show onduting behavior, thus the
observed eets should be understood based on dop-
ing. Seond, magnetism was also observed in (110) GCD
samples, in whih the interfaes do not exhibit a polar
disontinuity
20
.
The samples were prepared by Pulsed Laser Deposi-
tion on SrTiO3 (001) substrates, details are desribed
elsewhere
22
. Single lms of both insulating LaVO3 and
metalli SrVO3 show magneti and transport properties
similar to their respetive bulk ounterparts. The super-
latties onsist of repetitions of a (LaVO3)[m℄/(SrVO3)[1
unit ell℄ bilayer, where m is the thikness of the LaVO3
layer and was varied between m = 2 to 6 unit ells. The
deposited number of layers was veried by the analysis
of the superlattie satellite peaks in the X-ray dira-
tion (XRD) pattern, the separation in angle of whih is
diretly related to the thikness of the bilayers. The num-
ber of repetitions was adjusted so that the total thikness
of all samples is around 110nm. A single lm of the solid
solution with x = 0.15 was made by alternating the de-
position of the two materials with submonolayer period
in this stohiometri ratio. This sample will serve as a
referene sample.
The strutural properties were measured by XRD us-
ing a Seifert 3000P diratometer with the Cu Kα1 wave-
length of 1.5406Å. Magneti measurements were done
in a Magneti Property Measurement Devie SQUID
(Quantum Design) with the magneti eld applied in
the plane of the lm along a (100) diretion. No mag-
neti in-plane anisotropy was observed. As the magne-
tization of the superlatties is small, misinterpretations
due to magneti artifats must be avoided. For this rea-
son, the magnetization of bare SrTiO3 substrates was
measured at dierent temperatures. On top of the ex-
peted diamagneti behavior, a small hysteresis with a
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FIG. 2: (olor online) Magnetization vs magneti eld for a
high pressure m = 6 superlattie (irles) at 10K and 300K,
and the solid solution single layer (squares) at 10K. Inset:
Normalized magnetization of the same suo vs temperature in
an applied eld of 500Oe.
magnetization at high eld on the order of 10
−5
emu was
measured, whih is most likely aused by magneti im-
purities. This magnetization, if erroneously attributed to
the thin lm and therefore normalized on a typial lm
volume, would orrespond to a magnetization of around
15emu/m. Therefore, a hysteresis loop of a sample with
a saturation magnetization of 15emu/m or less annot
be attributed unequivoally to the thin lm, and is prob-
ably due to artifats within the substrate. To aount for
the diamagneti ontribution of the substrate to the total
magnetization, the high eld magnetization slope of the
hysteresis loops was tted and subsequently subtrated
from the data.
To investigate the inuene of the loalization of the
eletrons on the properties of the superlatties, two dier-
ent series were prepared in vauum at dierent pressures.
The rst series prepared in a pressure of 4 x 10
−5
mbar
will be referred to hereafter as the high pressure series.
The low pressure series was grown in a pressure of 1 x
10
−5
mbar. In-plane transport measurements of the two
dierent series show a metalli harater at room tem-
perature for any value of m. Yet, the value of the re-
sistivity varies between the two series: the high pressure
series shows a room temperature resistivity of around 1
to 10mΩm, while for the low pressure series a resistivity
of around 0.1 to 3mΩm was observed. Note that trans-
port properties on similar superlatties were published
reently
23
showing insulating behavior for the m > 4 su-
perlatties. These superlatties were deposited at even
higher pressure, illustrating the ritiality of this param-
eter for the properties of the samples. First evidene of
the layered struture of our samples is provided by out-
of-plane resistane measurements, whih were arried out
for the high pressure series. They revealed a tempera-
ture dependene typial of insulators, in ontrast to the
in-plane measurements.
A typial result of out-of-plane XRD measurements at
room temperature is shown in Figure 1 for the high pres-
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FIG. 3: (olor online) Magnetization vs magneti eld for the
high pressure series with m ranging from 2 to 6 at 10K.
sure m = 6 sample. Exept of indiations of an inreasing
quality of the samples with dereasing deposition pres-
sure, spetra for both series do not show signiant dif-
ferenes. Combined with in-plane XRD measurements,
a ube-on-ube epitaxy of the superlatties on the sub-
strate is dedued. The perovskite struture presents a
small tetragonal distortion (ac/ = 0.388nm/0.395nm =
0.98, where ac is the in-plane lattie parameter of the
pseudo-ubi representation and  the out-of-plane lat-
tie parameter). The measured ac orresponds to a value
loated between the lattie parameter of bulk LaVO3
(0.392nm) and SrVO3 (0.382nm), and is slightly smaller
than the substrate value.
An important issue is the morphology of the SrO dop-
ing layers. The presene of superlattie satellites and
Laue fringes at the Bragg peak of the superlattie (002)
reetion indiates a layered struture with an aom-
plished superell and smooth interfaes, and therefore in-
diretly supports the ontinuous harater of the dopant
layer. Moreover, high-resolution eletron mirosopy im-
ages were taken of samples with 3 unit ell thik SrVO3
layers
23
, showing ontinuous SrVO3 layers with an inter-
fae roughness not exeeding one monolayer. Suh ev-
idene is a strong indiation that we have ahieved the
deposition of ontinuous 2D SrO subplanes.
In Figure 2 the hysteresis loops of two lms with the
same nominal omposition are ompared, but with dif-
ferent dimensionality of the doping: a high pressure m =
6 superlattie (GCD) and the La0.85Sr0.15VO3 solid so-
lution single layer (3-dimensional doping). For the solid
solution lm, the omposition of whih is in the range of
the bulk antiferromagneti insulating phase, a small hys-
teresis is found at low temperature. As its magnetization
is in the range of 15emu/m, it an be attributed to sub-
strate impurities as disussed previously. Regarding the
superlattie, the hysteresis loop shows a total magnetiza-
tion that is more than three times higher. Thus, the su-
perlatties are magnetially ordered due to the introdu-
tion of the GCD. The omparison with the solid solution
lm demonstrates that the magnetization in the super-
latties an neither be growth indued, nor attributed to
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FIG. 4: (olor online) Saturation magnetization of the super-
latties of the high pressure series (solid squares) and the low
pressure series (open irles) vs m at 10K. The skethes in the
gure show a possible magneti struture of the superlattie.
impurities or other artifats due to the treatment of the
sample or the data.
The saturation magnetization of the superlatties
varies with m. As an be observed in Figure 3 for the high
pressure series, superlatties with m = 4 and 6 show a
saturation magnetization of around 50emu/m, whereas
the superlatties with m = 2, 3, and 5 have a low mag-
netization in the range of 15emu/m. The magneti
moment of the same samples along with the low pressure
series are summarized in Figure 4. Both superlattie se-
ries exhibit the same behavior, although the amplitude
of the magnetization variation for the low pressure series
is smaller.
The above evidened magneti order of the superlat-
ties an be understood on the basis of the spatial ontrol
of the doping layer. As mentioned above, the two dimen-
sional harater of the doping planes leads to a redution
of the bandwidth of the bands rossing the Fermi energy
and therefore a stronger loalization of the 3d eletrons,
favoring a ferromagneti order. Suh a bandwidth redu-
tion is robust against various forms of moderate disorder,
in partiular the possible bukling of the SrO subplanes
and their adjaent VO2 subplanes. Consequently, the fer-
romagneti order an sustain a ertain level of disorder.
However, ferromagnetism is not obtained in the strong
disorder limit, namely when the lm onsists of a solid
solution with the same nominal Sr onentration. There-
fore we an onlude, without having shown expliitly
the eletron onnement or the exat harater of the
SrO doping planes, that the magnetization is indued by
the layered struture of the sample.
The temperature dependene of the magnetization of
the superlatties was measured up to room temperature
(see inset of Figure 2). The observed derease of the mag-
netization is very shallow and 80% of magnetization at
10K remains at room temperature. Therefore, the Curie
temperature seems to be far above room temperature,
indiating a robust magneti exhange interation in the
samples. The solid solution and the related ompounds
4show no magneti long-range order or a substantially
lower magneti transition temperatures, whih stresses
the opportunities provided by the GCD method.
The magneti moment per V ion in the mixed va-
lene VO2 layers was extrated from the magnetization
measurements under the assumption that eah SrO layer
aounts for two doped VO2 subplanes. Charge dis-
tribution alulations performed for LaMnO3/SrMnO3
superlatties
24
showed that the mixed valene is re-
strited prinipally to the two monolayers diretly at the
interfae. The extrated values are shown in Figure 4.
The highest magneti moment is found for the high pres-
sure m = 6 superlattie with a value of 1.4µB/V ion. In
a simple model, the VO2 subplanes adjaent to the SrO
doping layers will have an equal amount of V
3+
and V
4+
.
The orresponding magneti moments are 2µB and 1µB
per V ion, respetively, resulting in an overall magneti
moment of 1.5µB per V ion in the VO2 subplanes adja-
ent to the SrO doping layer, whih is onsistent with the
observed value.
The maximum magnetization of the low pressure series
is smaller than for the high pressure series. This dier-
ene emphasizes the role of loalization of the t2g ele-
trons in the superlatties. In the solid solution, magneti
order does not develop beause the eletrons are mostly
itinerant
25
. Therefore, in the more metalli low pressure
series, the enhaned order at the doping layer leads to a
suppression of the magneti moment. Let us note that a
variation in oxygen vaanies due to the hange in depo-
sition pressure would lead to the opposite eet.
The absene of a marosopi magnetization for the m
= 2 sample is most probably due to the small thikness of
the LaVO3 layers, in whih ase the previously disussed
redution of the bandwidth is less eetive, espeially
when taking the likely leakage of the harge arriers into
the single remaining non-doped VO2 subplane into a-
ount. For the m ≥ 2 superlatties, the m-dependene of
the magnetization exhibits a lear even-odd eet, whih
an not be explained by a variation of the magneti mo-
ments of the magneti VO2 subplanes, as the addition of
one monolayer of LaVO3 only hanges the spaing of the
GCD zones, but not their inherent harater. Instead, we
propose an indiret oupling of the magneti VO2 sub-
planes resulting in a ferromagneti or antiferromagneti
alignment depending on the thikness of the separating
LaVO3 layer.
This is similar to the theoretial predition by Jak-
eli and Khaliullin
21
that the oupling of the magneti
LaVO3/SrVO3 interfaes osillates with the thikness of
the LaVO3 layer. Yet, their result was obtained assuming
fully nested Fermi surfaes, and therefore an insulating
ground state, whih is at odds with the metalli hara-
ter of our superlatties. Besides, it should be noted that
no peuliar temperature dependene of the magnetiza-
tion in the entire temperature range below room temper-
ature was observed, espeially in the viinity of the Néel
temperature of bulk LaVO3. Moreover, the osillating
oupling subsists up to room temperature.
In onlusion, a room temperature magnetization was
found in two dimensionally doped LaVO3/SrVO3 super-
latties. The emerging magneti behavior is attributed
to the lower bandwidth of the ondution eletrons and
therefore a diret result of the strongly orrelated har-
ater of the eletrons in this system. The relevane of
the bandwidth was indiretly shown by the lower mag-
neti moment per V ion in low resistivity samples. The
observed magneti moment is onsistent with a mixed va-
lene of the VO2 layers adjaent to the SrO doping layers.
The magnetization of the superlatties varies with the
number of LaVO3 unit ells separating the doping lay-
ers, and an be attributed to a form of indiret oupling
of the mixed valene VO2 layers, indiating rih physis
in this system.
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